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Glass
half full
Hugo O’Doherty tastes Dublin’s newest drug and
alchohol free nightclub and tells the captivating
story of the man behind it all...

B

y the age of 11, Tralee native
Billy Benner was drinking. Not
just a sip of his Dad’s pint as he
slipped out to the jacks, but rather a few
pints of his own. Two years later, he was
smoking hash regularly. By 16, as most
of his peers were studying for the Junior
Cert, he was taking speed. Ecstasy at 17,
cocaine not too long after.
As teenage years slipped into
adolescence and then adulthood, Billy’s
drug and alcohol problems led to parties
that began on a Friday and ended on a
Monday. “I was enjoying it too much.
On a typical day I wouldn’t be able to get
out of bed. I was living for the weekend. I
was really unreliable.”
With no regular job, Billy’s forays into
event management were brief and
fruitless. “I started an internet thing but
was barely able to work at it,” admits
Billy. “Plus there was all the shit I was
causing for my family.”
The youngest of five children, the 29
year-old affable Kerryman, now living
in Dublin, acknowledges that he had
become a burden on those who had to
live around him. His girlfriend, who
was holding down a job and leading
a completely different social life, was
becoming tired of the unreliable mess of
a man that she had to be around.
“My brothers had pretty much given
up on me,” he says, “but one of them
gave me the wake up call.” And so, in
May of this year, Billy went into rehab
at The Rutland Centre in Templeogue,
an experience he describes as “a serious
wake up call.” Surrounded by alcoholics
and drug addicts, some of whom were
in a worse state that himself, and with
only half an hour a day to play his
beloved guitar, Billy was forced to face
his problems. “It was a life changing
decision and I have managed to stay off
alcohol and drugs with the help of lots of
AA meetings.”
Five weeks later, he exited rehab and reentered the real world. It was a place that
seemed scary but full of possibilities.
After previous abortive attempts at
event management, Billy began to act
on a plan that had been formulating in
his mind since before going into rehab.
With Irish social life seemingly revolving
around the pub, the pint and the casual
consumption of “party” drugs such as
ecstasy and cocaine, how could reformed
individuals and lifetime teetotallers
alike have a social life that they feel
comfortable with?
“The difficulty is that I’ve always been
a really sociable person and I love to
go out, meet my friends and have some
craic, but my options in the evening are
quite limited as most people my age just
go to the pub as there’s very little else
to do on a Saturday night that doesn’t
revolve around people drinking.”

Billy set about turning his dream into
reality, and within three months ‘Sober
Saturdays’ was born. Using The Complex
in Smithfield as its venue, the teetotal
nature of the event is, given its name,
rather salient. No alcohol is served
whatsoever. In its place, soft drinks,
health foods and coffee dominate. It
is not too unlike an ordinary Dublin
nightclub, with revellers dancing and
DJs spinning records, but there are some
quite profound differences: a massage
parlour, face painting, live bongos and
saxophone and a Twister mat. When
SCOPE entered the main dance floor
room, a few earlycomers were playing
keepy-uppies with a giant yellow
football. It was not something that one
might see in Coppers.
Only two ‘Sober Saturdays’ have taken
place thus far, but the reaction, according
to the host and guests alike, has been
“brilliant”. Well over 100 people came to
the maiden night, and Billy only knew
about 25 of them personally. Word of
mouth and the ubiquitous facebook page
did the rest of the work.
“It was rockin’ and everyone really
went for it,” says Billy. “We had all sorts
of music: house, bongos, pop... it was
brilliant.” Well of course he would say
that, it’s his baby, isn’t it? The true litmus

test would be to pick someone at random
and ask them, wouldn’t it?
“It’s brilliant,” said Joseph Quinn, a
lifelong teetotaller from Dublin, “there
are only one or two non-alcohol events
like this in the city.” So Joseph, why
don’t you drink? “I tasted Guinness once
but it was muck, and you have to pay for
it! And sure lager was even worse.”
It is clear that ‘Sober Saturdays’ attracts
three groups of people: former drug and
alcohol abusers such as Billy, lifelong
non-drinkers such as Joseph, and a
third group of people simply looking
for something different from the usual
nightclubs. “It’s for anybody,” says a
smiling Billy.
“I feel Irish people have forgotten how
to have fun without getting hammered.
I’m going to try and make this a business
but also it will help a lot of people like
me and others to have a social life that
doesn’t revolve around drink.”
A couple of weeks ago, Billy attended
the wedding of a good friend. He had
a good time, but only stayed until 11.
When people start getting too pissed,
he would rather do his own thing. And
does he really believe, after all that he has
been through, that he can maintain his
sobriety? “I’m convinced of it.”

